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TOE and US DVD Distributor to co-produce OVA “Strait Jacket”
Tokyo, June 20, 2006

- T.O Entertainment, Inc. (President & CEO : Takeichi Honda, Location:

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan ) announce that T.O Entertainment will produce an OVA “Straight
Jacket”.

This OVA has now being developed jointly with an American producer and 3 episodes in 3 volumes
of DVD will be on sale ahead in this fall in Japan. Also the anime is planned to be released at
theaters in 2008. T.O Entertainment have already concluded the distribution license agreement with
Manga Entertainment, a big DVD distributor in the United States, thus deployment throughout the
USA has already being finished.. Manga entertainment have track record of making stylish Japanese
animation widely known to the world by producing a string of hits with “THE GHOST IN THE
SEHELL” series, “BLOOD THE LAST VANPIRE” and “KARAS” in the USA.
Starting from spring in 2008, this DVD is to be distributed in the USA, Europe and 10 countries in
Asia. Furthermore, TOE are aiming at multiuse of this OVA like distribution to TV station and
distribution through the internet in the future.

T.O Entertainment (TOE) is one of the few companies in Japan which undertake management for
writers and creators, aiming at the incubator of their contents as TOE’s mission. TOE are to continue
enhancing further the value of Japanese creators and Japanese contents in the world through the
works produced by TOE.

<About “Strait Jacket”>
“Strait Jacket” which is being published as Fujimi Fantasia paper back (10 volumes) is a
popular light novel written by Ichiro Sakaki and sold more than half million copies in total. His
most well-known works is the “Scrapped Princess” (published as Fujimi Fantasia Paper Back )
which has been a huge hit in Japan with more than one million copies sold. Also he writes
“Sinkyoku Soukai Polyphonica” (GA Paper Back) which was sold a half million copies in the year

2007, one year after the publication and original TV animation “CODE-E” started broadcasting from
July. As such he is one of the novelist who attracts everyone’s attention this year with his works
broadcast on TV one after another..
Mr. Sakaki is deeply attached to this “Strait Jacket”, and a lot of fun are looking forward to this
novel being visualized.Upon visualization, Mr. Sakaki iis to undertake series structuring and scrip
writing . TOE are confident that the story is well-developed with the depth and never betrays fun’s
expectation..
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“Straight Jacket” Official Site
http://www.straitjacket.jp
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Sale information
First episode DVD will be on sale in autumn 2007.
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